ABOUT US
Dangers Of The Mind (DOM)
reaches and teaches young
people and educators through
culturally responsive resources.
Our curricula and supplementary
tools build a sense of trust by
changing the atmosphere of the
classroom into a more authentic,
communal, and engaging space
to learn, work and grow.

According to Standford Psychologist, The Covid-19 crisis has taken a
psychological toll on people of all ages, but one group especially affected
is teenagers. School closures and enforced social distancing have cut off
many teens from psychological support, putting them at higher risk of
developing anxiety and depression.

CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE
AND AFFIRMING SEL TOOLS
WE PROVIDE SEL TOOLS THAT ALLOW STUDENTS TO
CONNECT WITH EVERYDAY STRUGGLES IN A REAL WAY.

WHAT'S INCLUDED:
Our DOMinator Community is a fully
integrated system housing programs and
resources for students 6-12th grade using
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) and
cultural responsiveness as the foundation.

FULLY INTEGRATED

RESOURCES
CURRICULUM
Our curricula and supplementary tools
build a sense of trust by changing the
atmosphere of the classroom into a more
authentic, communal, and engaging
space to learn, work and grow.

Supplementary Tools

STUDENTS & TEACHERS
ReSELient COACHES
Your ReSELient Coach coaches you through the
virtual learning system training process and is
available to introduce and assist with all the
services offered in the Dominator Community.

FAMILIES
When families feel valued as partners in the school, they
can also learn how to support and build on schoolwide
SEL practices in their homes. Research suggests that
evidence-based SEL programs are more effective when
they extend into young people’s home lives (Albright &
Weissberg, 2010).

We believe in meeting clients, both
students and teachers, exactly where
they are by using a unique combination
of resources from social media to our
DOM Podcast, videos, DOM Affirmation
Books and more!

INTERVENTION KIT
Virtual / In-Person
Grounded in vast research and
experiential evidence, the DOM
Intervention Kit guides young people
through a fascinating exploration of their
personal challenges (Dangers of the
Mind) and productive reflections on their
past, present, and future decisions.

LESS TALK MORE SEL
DOM offers our Less Talk
More SEL family &
community forums as well
as worksheets right in our
system for students to
download and do SEL
worksheets in the home to
build healthier relationships
with their family members.
dangersofthemind.com/LessTalkMoreSEL

What's Included:
Awardwinning
teaching
models,
resources,
and lesson
plans.
dangersofthemind.com/Intervention-Kit

OUR CURRICULUM
DANGERS OF THE MIND IS A SOCIAL AND
EMOTIONAL LITERACY CURRICULUM THAT
PROVIDES A UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE ON
THE ISSUES THAT AFFECT TEENS. DOM
PROMOTES BUILDING HEALTHY MINDS BY
IDENTIFYING SOCIALLY AND EMOTIONALLY
DETRIMENTAL SETBACKS.

WHAT STUDENTS & FACILITATORS
ARE SAYING

IMPACT
Students say they learn new
things in DOM.
Students say things learned
are important to them.

89%

82%

Facilitators find DOM relevant
to their students.

94%

Facilitators agree that DOM
lessons are easy to implement.

69%

“We had better attendance
and our students were more
engaged. I think that the
curriculum was impactful for
students."
"It supported students in
opening up and as well as
realizing their issues."
"Dangers of the Mind has
allowed students to
communicate and express
themselves in a safe and
nurturing environment."
Visit the link below to learn more about our Curriculum's IMPACT:
dangersofthemind.com/curriculum

TO SET UP A MEETING WITH OUR
TEAM AND TO GET A QUOTE FOR
OUR SERVICES, EMAIL US!

CONTACT
DOMinate@dangersofthemind.com
dangersofthemind.com
@DangerOfTheMind
/DangersOfTheMind
@DangersoftheMind

